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THE MONTH’S WEATHER SUMMARY
Temperature
Celsius (°C)

Fahrenheit (°F)

Actual

Average

Maximum

40

32

Minimum

20

22

Actual

Average

Maximum

104

89.6

Minimum

68

71.6

Rainfall
Millimetres

Inches

Days of rain

44

1.7

6

TOTAL SIGHTINGS
Lion

77

Leopard

132

Elephant

139

Buffalo

34

Cheetah

2

Cape hunting dog

7

KILL STATS
Lion

2 buffalo, 1 wildebeest, 5 impala, 3 warthog, 1 nyala.

Leopard

22 impala, 2 duiker, 2 bushbuck, 1 steenbok, Verreaux’s Eagle Owl.

Cheetah

None.

Cape hunting dog

4 impala.
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*AGES ARE APPROXIMATIONS
LIONS:
THE KAMBULA PRIDE = 21
3 ADULT FEMALES
3 ADULT FEMALES
3 CUBS
3 CUBS
2 CUBS
3 CUBS
4 CUBS
MALAMALA, FLOCKFIELD
(52 sightings)

± 6 YEARS 8 MONTHS
± 6 YEARS 5 MONTHS
1 YEAR 5 MONTHS
1 YEAR 4 MONTHS
1 YEAR 3 MONTHS
1 YEAR 2 MONTHS
6 MONTHS

Sightings of our largest and most-viewed pride increased by 10 sightings this month! They were viewed in
all corners of their territory as hunting conditions continued to improve for predators in November.
Much has been said recently about the pride’s inefficiency when it comes to hunting buffalo but they are
improving! They brought down a large bull last month and replicated that effort this on the 13th when
they downed an impressive bull on 1st Turning Jakkalsdraai. There are several reasons for this perceived
inefficiency… Firstly, we are comparing them to the Eyrefield pride of a few years ago who were territorial
in what is now Kambula pride territory. Those lions were exceptionally good at bringing down bovines and
to compare any lions to them is perhaps a tad unfair. Secondly, these six young lionesses would’ve started
their buffalo hunting education during the 2016 drought when the herds resembled walking skeletons
and a gentle breezed could’ve toppled them offer. The buffalo of today, healthy buffalo, are a far more
formidable prospect. However, the seeds of hope have been planted. We say ‘hope’ because if a pride of
this size is to sustain its ever-growing appetite they’ll need to get better and killing large prey. They do
seem to be learning and improving with each encounter with their hefty and horned arch rivals. Even the
cubs were getting involved in the hunts!
In addition to the aforementioned buffalo, the following kills were also recorded: three warthogs, one
nyala and five impalas.
It comes as no surprise that the two members of the Gowrie male coalition were viewed with the pride
on numerous occasions. They continue to mate with the ‘cub-less’ lioness.
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THE STYX PRIDE = 6
1 ADULT FEMALE
1 ADULT FEMALE
2 SUB ADULTS
1 SUB ADULTS
1 SUB ADULTS
NOMADIC
(9 sightings)

11 YEARS 10 MONTHS
8 YEARS 10 MONTHS
2 YEARS 11 MONTHS
2 YEARS 9 MONTHS
2 YEARS 4 MONTHS

As was the case in September, nine sightings of the Styx pride were recorded. All sightings were in
Charleston and this perhaps signals the pride’s intent of finally settling down again. Time will tell.
They brought down a buffalo along Paradise Valley Road on the 16th and a wildebeest near Pole in the
Road on the 22nd.
We have removed three members from the prides total number. We believe they are deceased although
we have no hard evidence.
At first glance this pride is often not identified easily because the oldest sub adult male is the same size
as a lioness and has virtually no mane – giving the initial impression of a pride with three lionesses.
This turbulent chapter in the Styx pride’s long and illustrious history is far from over. However, the good
news is that they continue to make good progress in their battle against mange; a skin disease spread by
mites.
THE EYREFIELD PRIDE = 4
1 ADULT FEMALE
1 ADULT FEMALE
2 CUBS
CHARLESTON
(2 sightings)

12 YEARS 5 MONTHS
7 YEARS 9 MONTHS
5 MONTHS

Unfortunately, our suspicions that one of the pride’s cubs may have been killed towards the end of last
month were confirmed. Only one cub was seen this month. We are not sure how it perished but the lack
of sightings of the pride over the month does perhaps indicate that it was killed by other lions.
This pride has been through the mill over the last two years and they desperately need some luck to go
their way.
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THE TORCHWOOD PRIDE = 17*
1 ADULT FEMALE
UNKOWN AGE
8 SUB ADULT FEMALES
UNKNOWN AGES (TBC)
1 SUB ADULT MALE
UNKNOWN AGE (TBC)
EYREFIELD, MALAMALA.
* We believe that the pride’s full complement is 17 and that a ‘breakaway’ is in progress.
(1 sighting)
Last month we mentioned that we were really struggling to make heads or tails of this pride – this month
did not help clear things up. Last month we recorded the following sightings: On the 7th we viewed eight
females in Clarendon Open Area. On the 12th we found five females and two males on Maphonyoleni
Drive. A small cub was briefly spotted crossing north over our boundary near the KNP Break. Four females
and two males killed a zebra along the southern parts of Rhino Loop on the 23rd. Five females and two
males brought down a buffalo bull just south of Matshapiri Dam. This month we only viewed three young
females and a young male near Clarendon Dam on the 6th.
These lions are regarded highly by the ranging team and we hope that they do indeed make the northeastern section of our reserve their home.
THE MARTHLY PRIDE = 2
1 ADULT FEMALE
1 CUB
MARTHLY, MALAMALA
(0 sightings)

6 YEARS 5 MONTHS
8 MONTHS

There were no sightings of this pride.
THE FOURWAYS PRIDE = 6
2 ADULT FEMALES
2 SUB ADULT MALES
2 SUB ADULT FEMALES
EASTERN FLOCKFIELD, EASTERN CHARLESTON
(0 sightings)

UNKNOWN AGE
4 YEARS 0 MONTHS
4 YEARS 0 MONTHS

There were no sightings of the Fourways pride this month.
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THE GOWRIE MALES = 3
1 ADULT MALE
± 8 YEARS 11 MONTHS
1 ADULT MALES
± 7 YEARS 11 MONTHS
EYREFIELD, MALAMALA - DOMINANT OVER THE STYX PRIDE AND THE KAMBULA PRIDE
First encounter: September 2015.
(30 sightings)
Sightings of this coalition increased this month. The two surviving members continue to spend the vast
majority of their time with the Kambula pride. They also continued to mate with the lioness that does not
have cubs, yet.
THE AVOCA MALES = 2
2 ADULT MALES
CHARLESTON
(2 sightings)

± 6 YEARS 9 MONTHS

This up and coming coalition sired their third litter of cubs with the Eyrefield pride. The previous two litters
didn’t make it and now they’ve lost one cub in the current litter. But we’re hopeful that this will be a case
of third-time-lucky for the one surviving cub. They continue to enjoy the southern section of reserve
unchallenged by other males and may even have a chance at becoming dominant over the Styx pride who
are desperately seeking a new space to call home.
Other leopards encountered:
•

Five lionesses and one cub of the Marthly Breakaway pride were viewed with the Ottowa male
near Small Paraffin Drift on the 27th.

•

An unidentified male was seen at Clarendon Corner on the 18th.
TOTAL NUMBER OF LIONS ENCOUNTERED

46 (18 cubs)

LEOPARDS:
THE PICCADILLY FEMALE
5 YEARS 11 MONTHS
WESTERN EYREFIELD, MARTHLY
Daughter of the Kikilezi female, independent first quarter of 2016
(10 sightings)
There was a slight increase in sightings of the Piccadilly female this month following the loss of her cub.
She was twice (2nd and 19th) seen in the company of the ‘new’ nervous male who evicted the Senegal Bush
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male. We also viewed her with a bushbuck kill on the 4th and impala kill on the 20th.
THE ISLAND FEMALE
6 YEARS 9 MONTHS
WESTERN FLOCKFIELD, WESTERN AND CENTRAL MALAMALA
Daughter of the Tamboti female, independent first quarter of 2015
(6 sightings)
The Island female spent a lot of time with the Maxim’s male last month following the death of her cub at
the paws of the Senegal Bush male. We viewed her mating with the former again on the 3rd. Our fingers
are crossed in the hope that this leopardess will finally have some luck at raising a litter successfully!
She killed an impala on the 7th and another on the 12th as well as a duiker on the 18th.
THE EMSAGWENI FEMALE
MALE SON (3:2)
MALE SON (3:3)
MALAMALA
(18 sightings)

9 YEARS 11 MONTHS
1 YEAR 11 MONTHS
1 YEAR 11 MONTHS

The mother was seen on two days and her newly independent cubs were seen on a combined 16 days
with the majority of those sightings being of the 3:3 son. Bizarrely, he killed a Giant Eagle Owl on the 8th,
an impala on the 17th and another impala on 28th. He is spending more time in the southwestern parts of
his mother’s territory and beyond while the 3:2 son is looking more to the north – he was found with
impala kills on the 4th and the 8th.
THE KAPEN FEMALE
2 YEAR 1 MONTHS
CENTRAL, WESTERN AND NORTHERN FLOCKFIELD
(4 sightings)
Previously known as ‘the daughter of the Lookout female’, this young leopardess has shown signs of
becoming territorial along much of the Kapen River and we have since named her accordingly. Indeed, all
sightings were recorded along the Kapen River.
THE LOOKOUT FEMALE
9 YEARS 9 MONTHS
CUB
2 MONTHS
WESTERN FLOCKFIELD, NORTHERN CHARLESTON
(14 sightings)
From no sightings of the Lookout female in October to 14 this month! She is normally a rather tough
leopard to find but that always changes when she has a new litter! Yes, on the 11th we found her at Kapen
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Rocks with one cub. We believe it is about two months old.
We viewed her with four impala kills this month and at one of them she was joined by the father of her
cub; the Accipiter male.
THE THREE RIVERS FEMALE
3 YEARS 7 MONTHS
WESTERN FLOCKFIELD, WESTERN MALAMALA
Daughter of the Kikilezi female, orphaned on May 22nd, 2017
(4 sightings)
There were only the four sightings of this much-admired young leopard. This is probably due to the
increased presence of the Island female in the areas around Rattray’s Camp. She was viewed with the
Maxim’s male on all four days (7th, 8th, 10th and 11th).
THE NKOVENI FEMALE
WESTERN MALAMALA, WESTERN MARTHLY
(10 sightings)

7 YEARS 4 MONTHS

Sightings of the Nkoveni female have increased substantially in recent months, earning her an official spot
in these reports. The core of her territory currently lies to the west of our reserve and it remains to be
seen if her recent movements only relate to potential suiters, which they did initially, or if she may indeed
by shifting her domain eastwards. We have watched her make several kills and she’s quickly become a
favourite amongst rangers.
She killed four impalas this month, on the 1st, the 3rd, the 9th and on the 19th.
THE SIBUYE FEMALE
5 YEARS 11 MONTHS
2 CUBS
3 MONTHS
WESTERN EYREFIELD, MARTHLY
Daughter of the Kikilezi female, independent first quarter of 2016
(12 sightings)
Last month we got our first look at the Sibuye female’s second litter! Towards the end of that month she
moved them to a den that she used regularly with her last litter – at the confluence of the Mlowathi River
and the Nwana Nonantshemeni Donga. This is where we viewed them for most of the month.
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THE FLOCKFIELD FEMALE
1 CUB
EASTERN FLOCKFIELD, EASTERN CHARLESTON
(0 sightings)

15 YEARS 7 MONTHS
8 MONTHS

There were no sightings of these leopards this month.
THE TEARDROP FEMALE
2 CUBS
SOUTHERN CHARLESTON
(13 sightings)

9 YEARS 7 MONTHS
1 YEAR 0 MONTHS

A decent monthly tally for these three leopards who live in the southern most reaches of our reserve.
They were found with a steenbok kill on the 6th, an impala on the 15th and a duiker on the 19th.
THE XIVINDZI FEMALE
2 YEARS 11 MONTHS
SOUTHERN CHARLESTON
(3 sightings)
Daughter of the Teardrop female. Gained independence in June 2018.
The Xivindzi female was viewed on 3 days this month. All sightings were in south-eastern Charleston.
THE SENEGAL BUSH MALE
7 YEARS 2 MONTHS
WESTERN EYREFIELD, MARTHLY, WESTERN MALAMALA
Brother of the Quarantine male leopard from the North
(3 sightings)
The Senegal Bush male’s unchallenged reign over his territory in Marthly and surrounds is over. He now
faces multiple threats! The Maxim’s male from the south, the Flat Rock male from the west and a nervous
male from the north. It seems as though he might flee westwards, away from our reserve.
He stole an impala kill from the Nkoveni female on the 3rd, south of Maxim’s Lookout and he killed another
impala at Maxim’s Lookout on the 17th.
THE MAXIM’S MALE
± 5 YEARS 3 MONTHS
WESTERN FLOCKFIELD
(11 sightings)
First seen on MalaMala Game Reserve in early 2019.
The Maxim’s male was our most viewed male leopard for a third month running and our fourth most-
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viewed leopard overall in November. He was previously referred to as ‘the nervous male’ in previous
reports. He made his first appearance on our reserve at the beginning of the year, north of Rattray’s Camp.
His skittish behaviour led us to believe that he was born and raised in the adjoining Kruger National Park.
Sightings became more regular in the months that followed and the fleeting glimpses slowly gave way to
lengthier but still distant sightings. Today he is quite relaxed, thanks to our tried and tested game viewing
protocols; a blend of patience, respect and discipline. In fact, over the last couple of months he has
become one of our most viewed leopards and seems to be ‘setting up shop’ along the western bank of
the Sand River from Sable Camp down to Rattray’s Camp. He’s already had confrontations with the
Senegal Bush male, the Nweti male as well as the Flat Rock male and emerged victorious from both! He
has also spent time with the Nkoveni female, the Island female as well as the Three Rivers female.
He was viewed with both the Island female and the Three Rivers female this month.
THE ACCIPITER MALE
EASTERN MALAMALA, EASTERN FLOCKFIELD
(8 sightings)

± 9 YEARS 3 MONTHS

Sightings of this rather enigmatic and impressive male doubled this month. But he continues to maintain
a relatively low profile. He was viewed with the Lookout female and their cub on the 24th.
THE SPLIT ROCK MALE
5 YEARS 5 MONTHS
FLOCKFIELD, CHARLESTON
Son of the Ostrich Koppies female, independent latter half of 2015
(2 sightings)
The Split Rock male was seen mating with the Xivati female on the 1st.
Other leopards encountered:
•

The Nweti male was viewed on three days this month.

•

The Tengile female was viewed on five occasions.

•

The Xivati female was mating with the Split Rock male on the 1st.

•

The nervous male in Marthly was seen on 3 occasions – was twice viewed with the Piccadilly
female.

•

There were a further three sightings of three unidentified male leopards and three sightings of
two unidentified females.
TOTAL NUMBER OF LEOPARDS ENCOUNTERED

30 (5 cubs)
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CHEETAH
Only 2 cheetah sightings were recorded this month. A lone female was seen along Mahlabatini Road on
the 1st and a coalition of three males was spotted in Clarendon Open Area on the 19th.
TOTAL NUMBER OF CHEETAH ENCOUNTERED

4

CAPE HUNTING DOGS
We had enjoyed an amazing run of Cape hunting dog sightings from October last year to June. During that
time, we averaged 23.3 sightings per month! These are truly remarkable statistics. Things were a bit
‘slower’ July with a total of seven sightings involving four different packs. Sightings increased slightly in
September with a total of ten sightings of four different packs. They increased to 14 sightings last month
but this month the tally was back to 7 sightings of three different packs.
TOTAL NUMBER OF CAPE HUNTING DOGS ENCOUNTERED

28

CAPE BUFFALO AND ELEPHANTS
There was a total of 139 elephant sightings this month and 34 buffalo sightings. Elephant sightings
dropped drastically as more rainfall in Kruger National Park drew them away from MalaMala Game
Reserve. Things are bound to return to normal once (if) we receive good rains. Buffalo sightings also
decreased but we did enjoy five sightings of fair-sized herds.

OTHER INTERESTING SIGHTINGS
•
•
•
•

We recorded 2 sightings of sable antelope; a lone bull near Rattray’s Camp and a herd of four at
Styx Crossing.
Black backed jackals are considered rather rare in this area but we have enjoyed regular sightings
of three different pairs on the reserve. A den was discovered in Mlowathi Open Area last month
and we enjoyed many sightings of the single pup.
Sightings of honey badgers, porcupines, African wild cats and civets have increased. This is
normal for this time of year when the more secretive nocturnal animals become easier to spot in
the shorter grass.
We enjoyed several ostrich sightings across the reserve.
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